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❖Main idea

❖Orientation of 

Selenocyanate (SeCN-) 

change after increasing 

concentration at the the

surface

❖X-Ray proofs the 

population of SeCN- at 

the interface at different 

concentration

❖DPTAP-KSeCN not 

even decrease OH 

intensity but also show 

peak at 3700 cm-1 (free 

OH)J. Phys. Chem. C 2022, 126, 1140−1151



❑Schematic set up

DPTAP

Selenocyanate (SeCN-) 



❑X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) (Woongmo’s thesis)

❑ X-ray energy 8.044 keV

❑ X-ray wavelength λ =

1.542 Å

❑ Qz = 4π sin α/λ : wave

vector,

❑ α : inciden angle

❑ Below the critical angle, fluorescence intensity is ❑ Above the critical angle, fluorescence intensity is 



❑X-ray fluorescence near total reflection (XFNTR)

❑ X-ray energy 17.3 keV

❑ X-ray wavelength λ = 0.73 Å

J. Phys. Chem. B 2014, 118, 12486−12500



❑DPTAP-KSeCN by XFNTR

Qc~ 0.022 Å-1

❖Below critical angle (Qc~ 0.022 Å-1) intensity increases 

linearly due to anion adsorption at the interface.

❖[SeCN-] < 0.5 mM, intensity decreases (above Qc)  due to 

decreasing transmission and very small bulk 

concentration.

❖ [SeCN-]=0.5 mM, number of SeCN- anions is saturated 

due to neutrality between positively charged DPTAP and 

negatively anions

❖Above Qc does not mention the increasing after 0.5 mM !!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%85
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%85


❑Summary of XFNTR results 25 mM KSeCN without DPTAP

25 mM KSeCN with DPTAP



❑Comparing with woongmo’s data

J. Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 7130−7137



❑DPTAP-KSeCN by SFG at different polarizations

❖ Under PPP polarization, intensity of SeCN- is 

monotonically increases with increasing KSeCN

concentration but not SSP, and SPS is slightly 

increased.

❖ Constructive interference between χ(2)

components and SeCN-

❖ By taking the ratio between Issp/Ippp and Issp/Isps

determined the average orientation of anions 

from 45o to 22o



❑DPTAP-KSeCN by SFG at different polarizations

❑ From XFNTR AUC unit cell area of

DPTAP and 1AUC
-1 mean 1 SeCN-:1

DPTAP molecule

❑ From XFNTR and SFG under SPS

polarization showing the saturation from

0.5 mM indicated SeCN- ions are saturated

in both Stern and Diffuse layer

❑ But from SFG under PPP polarization does

not show saturation.

Saturation



❑X-ray reflectivity intensity (R) normalize to Fresnel reflectivity (Rf) for an 

ideally flat interface

❑ Diffuse layer only

❑ Diffuse > Stern layer

❑ Diffuse < Stern layer



❑Comparing with woongmo’s data



❑DPTAP-KSeCN at OH regions

❑OH intensities decreased due to charge 

screening effect

❑3400 cm-1 band is red shift after increasing 

salt concentration due to ions interacted with 

water surrounding. (in diffuse layer) (how’s 

about 0.0025mM?)

❑3200 cm-1 band is affected at the 

concentration 0.25 mM and mostly from 

Stern layer

❑At ≥ 25 𝑚𝑀 both OH bands are 

disappeared and appeared of 3700 cm-1 peak❑3200 cm-1 strongly hydrogen-bonded OH

❑3400 cm-1 weakly hydrogen-bonded OH



❑Anions moved from diffuse to stern layer after increasing concentration



❑Discussion of the appearance of 3700 cm-1 band (2 possible reasons)

❖Monolayer is disturbed and make a space 

for free OH but that is ruled out by the data 

below.

❖ Complex binding between SeCN-:H2O as 

the increasing of anions at the stern layer



J. Phys. Chem. C 2020, 124, 573−581

❑Previous study DPTAP-NaNO3 /NaSCN

DPTAP-NaNO3 DPTAP-NaSCN



❑Previous study DPTAP-PdCl4
2-/PtCl6

2-

❖The peak at ~ 3600 cm-1 is 

named as the anion-induced 

weak hydrogen-bonded 

(AIWHB).

ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2021, 13, 24194−24206



ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2021, 13, 24194−24206

DPTAP-PdCl4
2-DPTAP-PtCl6

2-



❑First finding AIWHB peak

DPTAP-PtCl6

DPTAP-PtCl6 in H2O = 2 DPTAP-PtCl6 

in 50:50 vol% of H2O: D2O  

J. Phys. Chem. C 2018, 122, 29228−29236



❑In summary
Position of anions 

❖ Diffuse layer ❖ Diffuse layer > Stern layer
❖ Diffuse layer < Stern layer 

and appearance of 3700 

cm-1 band


